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   Heat  induced  changes  to  dental  resin  composites: a reference in 

   forensic investigations? 

   Journal  of  forensic  sciences, {J-Forensic-Sci}, Jul 2007 (epub: 06 

   Jun 2007), vol. 52, no. 4, p. 913-9, ISSN: 0022-1198. 

   Brandao-Renata-B, Martin-Carmen-C-S, Catirse-Alma-B-C-E-B, de-Castro- 
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   Department  of  Pathology,  Medico  Legal  Centre (CEMEL), Faculty of 

   Medicine  of Ribeirao Preto, University of Sao Paulo, Ribeirao Preto, 

   SP, Brazil. 

   The  objective  was to investigate color change and surface damage in 

   dental  resin  composites exposed to high temperatures over different 

   time  intervals for comparative purposes. Samples were prepared using 

   two  resins - Z100(R) (R1) and Charisma (R2), heated at the following 

   temperatures:  200  degrees  C,  400  degrees  C, 600 degrees C, 1000 

   degrees  C,  for  15,  30 and 45 min (n = 104 for each resin sample). 

   Color  (DeltaE)  and  brightness  (DeltaL)  changes  were analyzed by 

   spectrophotometry  using  the  CIE  Lab system and surface changes by 

   Scanning  Electron  Microscopy  (SEM).  R1  showed more intense color 

   changes  after  heat exposure than R2. DeltaL values were found to be 

   the  best  parameter  for  evaluation  of  light  and color change. A 

   biphasic pattern after thermal exposure was detected, from dark brown 

   to light white. SEM showed more intense alterations in R2 than in R1. 

   These  results  indicate  that the parameters observed in both resins 

   are useful as a guide in forensic analyses. 
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   Performance   analysis   of   various  techniques  applied  in  human 

   identification using dental X-rays. 

   Journal  of  medical systems, {J-Med-Syst}, Jun 2007, vol. 31, no. 3, 

   p. 210-8, ISSN: 0148-5598. 

   Banumathi-A, Vijayakumari-B, Geetha-A, Shanmugavadivu-N, Raju-S. 

   Electronics  and  Communication  Engineering  Department, Thiagarajar 

   College of Engineering, Madurai, Tamilnadu, India. au_banu@yahoo.com. 

   This  paper  proposes a novel approach for automating the analysis of 

   identifying  the  person  based  on  their ante mortem and postmortem 

   reports. This approach involves three techniques (i.e.) morphological 

   contour  detector,  Gaussian filtering and an existing semi-automatic 

   contour   extraction   method.   Forensic   dentistry   involves  the 

   identification  of  people  based  on  their  dental  records, mainly 

   available  as radiograph images. Our goal is to automate this process 

   using  image  processing  and pattern recognition techniques. Given a 

   postmortem radiograph, we search a database of antemortem radiographs 

   in  order  to retrieve the closest match with respect to some salient 

   features.  In  this  paper,  we  use the contours of the teeth as the 

   feature  for  matching.  The  algorithm  completes  the task in three 

   steps:  radiograph  segmentation,  pixel  classification  and contour 

   matching.  In  this  paper  a  hit  rate  of  0.7  is achieved by the 

   Morphological  contour  detectors which are comparable with the other 

   two methods. 
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